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PLEASE READ BEFORE USE

Prior to setting the time, the Xeriscope Automatic
movement must be given an initial manual winding
until the Power Reserve reads 100%.
[Approximately 20-30 clockwise turns of the crown]

XERIC watches embody the art of timekeeping
by fusing mechanical function with timeless form
in a singular machine. Designed in California,
XERIC watches are produced on an artisanal
scale, making high-end mechanical features
accessible to a broad cross-section of
horological enthusiasts.

ABOUT XERISCOPE
The Xeriscope movement itself IS the display
showcased by a fully exposed orbiting 12-hour
mechanical movement with dual time zone
display & power reserve meter. The Xeriscope
Automatic movement is encased in surgical
grade stainless steel and features a caseback
porthole window for observing the oscillating
rotor. No batteries required – ever – as the
Xeriscope Automatic generates power by the
daily action of your wrist.

TIME SETTING
Hour and Minute Hands
Gently pull the crown to the second position and turn
clockwise to set the hour and minutes for home time.
Dual Time Hour Dial
With the crown in the second position and home
time set, turn the crown counter-clockwise to set the
dual time hour dial. When dual time is set, push the
crown back into normal position. You’re done!
NOTE: When setting the time on the Xeriscope,
there is a slight rebounding of the minute hand.
Due to the high torque on the Xeriscope Automatic
Mov’t, it may be necessary to set the minute hand
up to 3-5 minutes behind the current time prior to
setting the dual time and pushing in the crown.

FEATURES
Power Reserve Meter
A function of the watch which is designed to show
the amount of remaining stored energy used to
power the watch.
Dual Time Zone Dial
Another watch function which can display either
the current hour or an optional second time zone.
Double Arc Minute Display
Minutes deconstructed! Minutes are read via the
two-tier arc of digits & double-halo minute hand.

WARRANTY
We’ve got you covered! XERIC offers a one year
limited warranty. If you have any warranty issues
with your watch during the first year of ownership,
we’ll repair or replace it at our discretion. This
warranty does not cover normal wear and tear or
incidental damage.

WARRANTY SERVICE
Visit our Warranty page at www.xericwatches.com
for more information or email xeric@watchismo.com.

WATCH CARE TIPS
If your watch band is made of leather, avoid getting
it wet. Water will damage the genuine leather.

WATER RESISTANCE
3 ATM = Not intended for any exposure to water.
5 ATM = Splash Resistant
Suitable for washing hands or light rain.
10 ATM = Water Sports
Suitable for swimming, surfing, etc.
30 ATM = Scuba Diving
Suitable for extreme ocean depths.

